CONFIDENTIAL PARENT PROFILE QUESTIONNAIRE

DATE__________________

Your Name_______________________________ Student Name _______________________

GRADE_____ SCHOOL_______________________ Your email____________________________

ADDRESS____________________________________________________

Best contact telephone_______________________ Alternate telephone__________________

What type of learner is your student?(go to website for descriptions of types):____________

Student’s score on ACT vs. SAT ASSESSMENT (on website):____________

Answer all of the following questions to the best of your knowledge. Having the answers to these questions will give the tutor(s) a better understanding of who your student is over and beyond a numeric test score. This will also provide you with a doable game plan. When appropriate, a yes or no will do. THANK YOU!

1. Score breakdown on a prior (circle) PSAT, ACT or SAT. List all section scores and composite, if applicable:____________________________________

2. Most recent GPA _____________

3. Does your student take honors or AP classes?_____ If so, what are they?______________

4. Is your student a 'reader' in that he/she is always reading something?______________

5. Was your student ever a 'reader'? Provide specifics here:____________________________

6. What aspect of the ACT or SAT do believe your teen is most weak in? For example, reading, vocabulary, pacing, educated guessing, science, math?______________________________________________
7. Have you experienced any other test prep yes or no – if yes, tutor or group? When?
________________________________________________________________________

8. Why are you seeking other test prep resources at this time? If possible, be specific.
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________

9. What do your want to teen to gain most from test preparation?
________________________________________________________________________

10. Do you think your teen has 'test anxiety'?_________ Explain______________________

11. If the answer to question #10 was yes, would you want your teen to be taught anxiety reducing techniques such as meditation and /or tapping, (Emotional Freedom Technique)?________(If you would like more information, we can discuss in your strategy session.)

12. Would you want your teen to be learn about foods that help with attention and focus?________(If you would like more information, we can discuss in your strategy session.)

13. What schools are you thinking of having your teen apply to at this time? (N/A at this time, is an option.)____________________________________________________________

14. What schools are you considering that demand higher test scores? Why these?
________________________________________________________________________

15. Do you want your teen to get higher scores in order to receive merit scholarship money?_________________________(If unsure, we can discuss further in your strategy session.)

16. What are your teen's strengths and weaknesses?

17. Scores goals on ACT or SAT (circle) by section and composite if applicable___________
18. Are you seeing a private college planning consultant? ______________ If not, do you plan to? ______________ If so, do you need a recommendation? ______________

COMMENTS: I would love to hear any additional thoughts you have regarding the test prep process: __________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________